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Abstract 
Building open domain conversational systems that allow users to have engaging conversations 
on topics of their choice is a challenging task. The Alexa Prize Socialbot Grand Challenge was 
launched in 2016 to tackle the problem of achieving natural, sustained, coherent and engaging 
open-domain dialogs. In the third iteration of the competition, university teams have moved 
the needle on the state of the art, bringing together common sense knowledge representations, 
neural response generation models, NLU systems enhanced by large-scale transformer models 
and improved dialog policies to switch between graph-based representations or retrieval-based 
or templated dialog fragments, along with generated responses. The Third Socialbot Grand 
Challenge included an improved version of the CoBot (conversational bot) toolkit from the 
prior competition, along with topic and dialog act detection models, conversation evaluators, 
and a sensitive content detection model so that the competing teams could focus on building 
knowledge-rich, coherent and engaging multi-turn dialog systems. This paper outlines the 
advances developed by the university teams as well as the Alexa Prize team to move closer to 
the Grand Challenge objective. We address several key open-ended problems such as 
conversational speech recognition, open domain natural language understanding, 
commonsense reasoning, statistical dialog management and dialog evaluation. These 
collaborative efforts have driven improved ratings in the Semifinals of the competition from 
3.19 in the prior competition cycle to 3.47 across all teams, an increase of 8.8%. As of the end 
of the final feedback phase, the top 7-day average rating achieved by a socialbot was 3.71 (out 
of 5), with the top 90th percentile conversation duration at 14 minutes 19 seconds.  

 
1. Introduction 
 
Conversational AI is one of the most challenging problem domains in artificial intelligence, due to the 
subjectivity involved in interpreting human language. Broadly speaking, we consider the Conversational 
AI domain to include a range of tasks in natural language understanding, knowledge representation, 
common-sense reasoning, dialog evaluation and natural language generation. Complete solutions to these 
problems will likely require a system at parity with human intelligence (Hassan et al., 2018; Xiong et al., 
2016). With recent advances in deep learning, we have made significant progress toward solutions for 
problems within other very challenging domains, such as speech recognition and image recognition in 
computer vision. However, many of these advances have occurred due to the objective nature of evaluating 



  

solutions to these problems and the resulting availability of high quality labeled data with objective ground 
truth. Such is not the case with many tasks in the Conversational AI domain.  The language and response 
generation task in particular has a potentially unbounded response space and a resulting lack of objective 
success metrics, making it a highly challenging problem to model effectively. 
 
Voice assistants such as Alexa and Google Assistant have significantly advanced the state of the art for 
goal-directed conversations and successfully deployed these systems in production. However, building 
agents that can carry on multi-turn, open-domain conversations is still far from a solved problem. To address 
these challenges and further advance the state of Conversational AI, Amazon launched the Alexa Prize 
Socialbot Grand Challenge in 2016. The grand challenge objective is to build agents that can converse 
coherently and engagingly with humans for 20 minutes, and obtain a 4 out of 5, or higher rating, from 
humans interacting with them. Apart from the Alexa Prize, there have been challenges like Dialog System 
Technology Challenge (DSTC) (Williams et al., 2016) (task based and closed domain) and Conversational 
AI Challenge (ConvAI) (Burtsev et al., 2018) (persona based, chit-chat and challenges with evaluation). 
Both of these challenges are text based as opposed to speech-based. Achieving natural, sustained, coherent 
and engaging open-domain dialogs in spoken form, and in real time, which can be evaluated and measured 
for success, is the primary goal of the Alexa Prize Socialbot Grand Challenge. Through this competition, 
participating universities have been able to conduct research and test hypotheses by buildings socialbots 
that interact with real Alexa customers.  
 
As in the last two cycles of the Alexa Prize Socialbot Grand Challenge, upon receiving a request to engage 
in a conversation with Alexa, e.g. “Alexa, Let's Chat”, Alexa customers were read a brief message, then 
connected to one of the 10 participating socialbots. Customers were provided instructions on how to end 
the conversation and provide ratings and feedback. The introductory message and instructions changed 
through the competition to keep the information relevant to the different phrases. After exiting the 
conversation with the socialbot, which the user could do at any time, the user was prompted for a verbal 
rating: “How do you feel about speaking with this socialbot again?”, followed by an option to provide 
additional freeform feedback. Ratings and feedback were both subsequently shared with the teams to help 
them improve their socialbots.  
 
The Third Socialbot Grand Challenge was launched to a cohort of Amazon employees on October 28, 2019, 
followed by a public launch on December 2, 2019 at which time all US Alexa customers could interact with 
the participating socialbots. Unlike in prior years, we ran an initial feedback phase, followed by a 
competitive quarterfinals from February 3 through March 17, 2020. One team was eliminated from 
competition after the quarterfinals, and the remaining teams participated in the Semifinals from March 20 
through April 29, 2020. Five teams qualified to participate as Finalists, and participated in an additional 
feedback phase through May 22. The closed door Finals were held on July 14-16, 2020. Throughout the 
competition, the teams were required to maintain anonymity in their interactions to ensure fairness in the 
competition. To drive maximum feedback to the teams and improve user engagement, the Alexa Prize 
experience was promoted through Echo customer emails, social media, and blogs.  
 
Over the course of the Third Socialbot Grand Challenge competition, we drove over 240,000 hours of 
conversations spanning tens of millions of interactions, 255% higher than we saw in the 2018 competition. 
University teams have improved the state of the art for open domain dialog systems in various aspects, 
including better NLU systems, neural response generation models, common sense knowledge modeling, 
and dialog policies for more smooth and engaging conversations. The Third Socialbot Grand Challenge 
also included an improved version of the CoBot (conversational bot) toolkit from the prior competition, 
along with improved speech recognition, NLU components and neural response generation module. These 
collaborative efforts have resulted in improved ratings and longer conversations. 
 



  

2. Capabilities Provided to Teams 
 
To help teams focus more on scientific advances and reduce time invested into infrastructure, hosting and 
scaling complex model-driven bots, we created CoBot, a conversational bot toolkit in Python for natural 
language understanding and dialog management, as described in detail in Khatri et al. (2018) and shown in 
Figure 1. The toolkit provides a set of tools, libraries and base models designed to help develop, train and 
deploy open-domain or multi-domain conversational experiences through the Alexa Skills Kit (ASK). For 
the Third Socialbot Grand Challenge, we released an updated version of this software, CoBot v2.  
 
The primary goal of CoBot is to drive improved quality of conversational agents by providing a toolkit that 
is modular, extensible, and scalable, and provide abstractions for infrastructure and low-level tasks. CoBot 
provides a continuous integration pipeline where experimentation in language understanding, dialog 
management techniques, and response generation strategies can be integrated and tested by a single 
command. This enables seamless scaling from development and test to production workloads on AWS. 
CoBot uses many of the same principles found in the Node.js, Python, and Java SDKs of the Alexa Skills 
Kit or ASK (Kumar et al., 2017), as well as general dialog toolkits like Rasa (Bocklisch et al., 2017) and 
DeepPavlov (Burtsev et al., 2017). CoBot exposes generalized dialog management, state tracking, and 
Natural Language Understanding (NLU) capabilities that are modular in nature, as illustrated in Figure 2. 
Unlike other toolkits, CoBot places an emphasis on infrastructure to host models and handle massive scale 
at runtime. 

 
Figure 1 CoBot System Diagram and Workflow 

 

 
Figure 2 CoBot Architecture 



  

3. Scientific Advancements  
 
3.1 From the Alexa Prize Participants 
 
Overall, the socialbot framework and structure used by most teams is similar to the previous years of the 
competition, consisting of NLU, dialog manager, and response generation. Teams have improved NLU 
performance to better understand user’s utterances.  For response generation, significant effort has been 
spent on increasing the topical coverage of the socialbot, using external knowledge sources, as well as 
exploratory work in common sense reasoning to improve response quality, and neural response generation 
models. In dialog management and policy, different approaches have been adopted to manage multiple 
skills or topics. It is also worth noting that teams also investigated methods to build more personalized and 
empathetic socialbots. In the following we briefly describe a few advancements from the university teams. 
Please refer to the papers from the teams for more details.  
 
3.1.1 NLU 

 
NLU is still a critical component in the socialbot systems since most current systems heavily rely on 
intermediate NLU results to select and produce system responses, rather than an end-to-end approach that 
takes just the user’s utterance. The general NLU pipeline is mostly similar to previous years, however teams 
have continued to improve different components in the pipeline, mostly notably using improved neural 
network models, adapting methods to the Alexa Prize domain, and introducing new components. For 
example, property detection (identifying relationship between two entities or in triples) and tense 
classification have been introduced to Alquist (Pichl et al. 2020).   
 
3.1.1.1 Sentence Segmentation  

 
ASR results for user utterances do not have punctuation marks or the notion of sentences. Therefore, the 
first step of many systems is to perform sentence segmentation in order to obtain the proper units for 
subsequent understanding components. Neural models, particularly using BERT or Transformer-based 
techniques (Devlin et al. 2019), have been adopted by several teams for this task including DREAM 
(Kuratov et al. 2020), Alquist, Athena (Harrison et al. 2020), and Gunrock (Liang et al. 2020). These models 
are often trained using out-of-domain data, such as Switchboard or Movie corpus, and then fine tuned with 
in-domain data.  
 
3.1.1.2 Dialog Act, Intent, and Topic Classification 
 
Recognizing the user’s intent and topic is necessary to generate a system response and carry on a 
conversation. In the Cobot toolkit, a Dialog Act (DA) and topic classification service is provided for teams. 
In addition to using that service, some teams also developed their own models. For example, for topic 
classification, Tartan (Chen et al. 2020) explored different CNN-based modeling approaches; Emora (Finch 
et al. 2020) further classified utterances when their topic labels are ‘other’. For DA and intent classification, 
Gunrock used active learning to improve model performance; Athena expanded the DA ontology used by 
Gunrock, with more types for user questions, and used an ensemble model for DA classification; Alquist 
also introduced hierarchical DA classes; Chirpy Cardinal (Paranjape et al. 2020) built on the DA model 
based on Gunrock and optimized for their own socialbot; Tartan developed an LSTM model for question 
detection.  
 
 
 
 



  

3.1.1.3 Entity Linking 
 
Important information is conveyed by the entities in user’s utterances, therefore most teams have tried to 
leverage entity information for user utterance understanding and response generation. This year some teams 
used the Evi knowledge graph provided by Amazon. Some explored other external services. For example, 
Gunrock used Google knowledge graph, and used similarity measures based on the BERT representation 
to further improve performance. Other teams developed their own entity linking systems, such as Athena 
and Chirpy Cardinal. Another effort related to entity linking is the use of a personal graph, in addition to 
the entities for general domains such as Wikipedia, as in Alquist.     
 
3.1.1.4 Sentiment and Emotion Recognition  
 
Recognizing the sentiment and emotion in user’s utterances is also key to generating high quality responses. 
Sentiment analysis was performed in some teams in previous years, and this work continued this year. In 
particular, many teams used available sentiment classifiers such as Vader (used by Audrey (Hong et al. 
2020), Bernard (Majumder et al. 2020), Emora). Some developed their own models, for example, Gunrock 
built a BERT-based model. In addition to sentiment, there was more exploration of emotion recognition. 
Another BERT-based model was used in DREAM, while Audrey used the TL-ERC emotion detection 
model, and Chirpy Cardinal used the RoBERTa model (Liu et al. 2019). This work was important in taking 
steps toward developing bots that can show empathy and are socially intelligent. 
 
3.1.2    Response Generation  

 
Generating responses to users’ utterances followed several approaches, similar to previous years, including 
scripted dialogs for some domains or topics, template-based methods that rely on NLU results, and retrieval-
based methods. To deliver high quality responses, teams have heavily used external knowledge sources, 
such as Wikipedia, Reddit, or other dialog data resources. Even for template-based results, some teams 
investigated approaches to generate responses with variations that fit the context. For example, Alquist 
performed operations including lexicalization and changing expressions based on quality (singular vs. 
plural), pronouns, and temporal or tense information. Many teams also included responses to discuss and 
express opinions. It is worth noting that the covered topics in this year’s socialbot systems have significantly 
increased.     
 
In the following sections, we briefly describe areas of significant new explorations in this year’s 
competition, neural response generation, and common sense reasoning.   
 
3.1.2.1 Neural Response Generation  

 
Neural network-based language generation has seen great progress in the past several years. Chitchat 
systems that are purely based on end-to-end neural models have demonstrated strong performance 
(Adiwardana et al. 2020, Roller et al. 2020). To improve the coverage of the system responses or to address 
the long tail problem, teams have evaluated or included neural response generation in their systems.  
 
Amazon provided a GPT-based (Radford et al. 2018) neural response generation service during the 
competition and migrated this to GPT-2 (Radford et al. 2019) during the competition, however, as it was 
not available at the competition start, many teams had already planned their own work in this area or did 
not adopt these releases. Some teams conducted preliminary studies using this service (Zotbot and Athena), 
and evaluated NRG with respect to different parameters, for example, with or without some selected 
knowledge, and different dialog context (Schallock et al. 2020).  
 



  

Several other teams developed their own NRG models. Audrey, Bernard and Chirpy Cardinal trained GPT 
or GPT-2 models using the Topical Chat dataset (Gopalakrishnan et al. 2019). In Gunrock’s system, a 
method was proposed to explicitly adjust the token prediction probability depending on the knowledge, 
rather than just using the knowledge as conditions in the GPT-2 model. Audrey used GPT models for 
empathic response generation.  
 
There are other efforts related to neural generation models for response generation. Zotbot explored using 
reading comprehension to generate accurate answers, as well as question generation (based on GPT-2 
models) to converse about an article in a more natural manner. Chirpy Cardinal also investigated neural 
generation approaches to paraphrase responses from formal written text to a conversational style using 
Topical Chat data.  
 
While most of these studies show promise and can indeed address some of the issues in other response 
generation methods, significant limitations in their training techniques and inference performance still exist.  
Additional research is required before the methods in these studies can be fully adopted in real-time 
socialbot settings. 
 
3.1.2.2 Commonsense Response Generation 
 
In socialbot conversations, users often talk about personal experiences. For example, Tartan’s analysis 
showed about 20% of the utterances are related to personal experience. However, current NLP models and 
many conversational AI techniques lack common sense reasoning ability. Some teams have tackled this 
problem in order to generate more sensible and natural responses in their socialbots to any general topics 
such as hobbies and daily activities.  
 
DREAM used the COMeT (Bosselut et al. 2019) and Atomic (Sap et al. 2019) models to generate 
predictions for different aspects related to daily activities (e.g., what a person feels during or after the 
activity, what a person needed for the activity), ask clarification questions about daily activities, and also 
generate information needed for templates for a conversation about personal events. Zotbot also used 
COMeT to generate an object output given a subject and a relation from the knowledge base. These efforts 
have demonstrated promise in use of this technology for improving coverage and response quality, while 
reducing incorrect or low quality responses.  
 
3.1.3    Dialog Management and Dialog Policy  

 
The response generation modules above may be developed for a particular domain, topic, or skill. However, 
an overall dialog manager is responsible for implementing a general dialog policy, which includes selecting 
the right responses for the given dialog context, choosing the next topic, and smoothly transitioning to 
topics that users may find engaging.  Specific implementations of the dialog graph in dialog managers vary 
greatly among different teams, ranging from state machines, dialog flows, to treelets (Chirpy Cardinal). In 
several bots, there is a global dialog manager that decides the overall flow, selects a skill or responder (or 
multiple ones), and finally selects the responses to use. Each topic or skill may have its own dialog manager.     
 
The dialog policy used in this dialog manager is rule-based in many cases. Teams recognize the importance 
of acknowledging the user’s utterances, and have this component embedded into the policy (e.g., DREAM, 
Audrey, Gunrock). Alquist used adjacency pairs in their dialog policy to capture predefined relations 
between utterances, and the action creator in their dialog manager took actions based on which responses 
are generated. DREAM used a learning-based response selector, with features including those derived from 
the most recent neural models, such as textual entailment based on RoBERTa models. In Audrey, under 
certain conditions, the topic selection problem is formulated as a Markov decision process, and 



  

reinforcement learning is leveraged to select the next topic based on customers’ explicit preference for 
certain topics and their ordering.  
 
Personalization is another important aspect of the socialbot. Many teams designed the system such that it 
can talk with the user not just about factual knowledge, or even having opinion-oriented conversation, but 
rather carry personal conversations (e.g, Emora, Tartan). Several teams proposed new solutions for 
personalization. Gunrock built user profiles, and used open questions to determine the best topic based on 
user’s responses. In Audrey, a personality understanding module was introduced to infer the user’s interests, 
and a reinforcement learning based approach (as mentioned above) was used to select the most personalized 
topics.  
 
3.2 From the Alexa Prize Team 
 
3.2.1    Dialog Act and Topic Classification  
 
We developed a new model for both dialog act (or intent) and topic classification tasks. The model is based 
on hierarchical recurrent neural network (HRNN) that includes the following two RNNs (as shown in Figure 
3). The first RNN takes the word sequence of each utterance and learns the utterance representation. The 
other RNN takes a sequence of the utterance representations in a given dialog context and learns the dialog 
context representation. The model was trained by multi-task learning with two objectives for dialog topic 
and intent classification tasks. Specifically, we used unidirectional gated recurrent units (GRUs) for both 
RNN layers, each of which outputs its final hidden state as the representation of the utterance and its context, 
respectively. The context representation at the end of the second RNN is fed into two fully-connected layers 
with softmax, which generate the probability distributions over the topic and intent labels. 
 

 
Figure 3. HRNN Topic and Intent Classification 

 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our new model architecture, we conducted experiments on the same 
portion of Alexa Prize conversations as in [1], which describes our previous models. Figure 4 compares the 
performances of topic and intent classification with alternative approaches. HRNN models outperformed 
the previous models with Deep Average Network (DAN) and BiLSTMs on both topic and intent 



  

classification tasks. The joint HRNN model achieved further performance improvement over the single task 
models for both tasks. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Topic and Intent Classification Results 
 
 
3.2.2    Topical Chat Dataset 

 
To enable Alexa Prize teams to build high-quality open-domain socialbots in a data-driven fashion, we 
collected and open-sourced a unique dataset, Topical-Chat, containing more than 10k human-human 



  

dialogues that are grounded in knowledge spanning 8 broad topics: Fashion, Books, Movies, Music, Sports, 
Politics, Science & Technology and General Entertainment (Gopalakrishnan et al. 2019). Topical-Chat is 
unique among other knowledge-grounded dialogue datasets in several ways: no explicit Wizard-Apprentice 
style roles were assigned for partners, the topical breadth, depth and transitions in each dialogue, long 
utterances and extended dialogue lengths. The entities underlying the Topical-Chat dataset are popular 
entities that users discussed with Alexa Prize socialbots in prior years of the competition. 
 
3.2.3    Neural Response Generation   
 
Building on the latest advances in large pre-trained language models, we fine-tuned GPT and then GPT-2 
on Topical-Chat and exposed a Neural Response Generation service utilizing these models to Alexa Prize 
teams. The API arguments were defined for simplicity: users pass a dialogue history and some relevant 
knowledge, and the API returns a knowledge-grounded response. The API also allowed for batch input, to 
enable users to create and exploit variation in both online and offline settings. Several Alexa Prize teams 
experimented with the API and leveraged it in their production socialbots. This module was also used by 
some teams for offline experiments.  
 
3.2.4    ASR Robustness of Neural Response Generation Models 

 
Speech-based voice assistants like Alexa also have imperfect speech recognition, making it important for 
underlying NLU and NLG models to be built to be robust to speech recognition errors. Given the focus on 
textual data in the community, we created an augmentation of Topical-Chat, called Topical-Chat ASR, with 
simulated and actual ASR errors introduced to the dialogues. We empirically studied and found that our 
GPT-based generative dialogue models were very sensitive to speech recognition errors introduced to the 
dialogue history during inference time. We then trained our models with simulated ASR errors to be more 
robust to such errors. We also open-sourced Topical-Chat ASR to enable the community to benchmark their 
models for speech robustness.  
 
3.2.5    Policy-Driven Neural Response Generation 

 
For response generation in open-domain conversations, it is common to use sequence to sequence models 
where the model takes in as input dialogue history along with some structured or unstructured knowledge. 
The use of knowledge helps to generate informative and engaging responses for social dialogue. However, 
there is still a lack of controllability when generating responses, which can result in abrupt transitions as 
well as other response defects. To ensure a better user experience, many teams first acknowledge what the 
user said, and ensure that responses end with a question, in order to better continue the conversation. 
 
To address lack of controllability in neural response generation models, we proposed a policy-driven neural 
response generation or PD-NRG approach that consists of a mechanism for open domain conversations, 
i.e., a dialogue policy, which can enable such higher-level control of generated responses (Hedayatnia et 
al. 2020). The dialogue policy provides a sequential organization plan or action plan. The action plan 
specifies the order and relationship of sentences within a turn targeting engaging responses to users 
throughout the interaction.  
 
Each turn in the dialogue contains an action plan that consists of one frame for each sentence. The frames, 
formed of attributes and values, may include: 
 

• Dialogue acts at a sentence-level to help control the style of the generated response.  
• Topics at a turn-level to generate topically coherent responses. 
• Knowledge at a turn or sentence-level to generate interesting and informative responses. The 

knowledge is represented as a sentence drawn from an unstructured knowledge corpus. 



  

• A use-knowledge flag that signals whether or not to use the knowledge attribute at the turn or 
sentence-level 

 
As illustrated in Figure 5, the proposed PD-NRG approach has two parts: a dialogue policy that determines 
the action plan based on the dialogue context, and a response generation model that takes the action plan 
and the dialogue context as input to generate a response. The dialogue policy has components that predict 
the individual elements of the action plan: knowledge selection and dialogue act planning. Knowledge 
selection determines the knowledge to be integrated in the response by finding sentences from a knowledge 
document corpus that are relevant to the dialogue context. Dialogue act (DA) planning determines the style 
of the response in the form of dialogue acts to be realized. We design a simple hand-crafted dialogue policy 
that consists of our knowledge selection component and a knowledge-dependent DA planning that looks at 
the output of the knowledge selection model along with previous dialogue acts to predict the dialogue acts 
for the next response.  
 
For our PD-NRG model we use the GPT model (Radford et al., 2018) and finetune in a TransferTransfo 
fashion (Wolf et al., 2019) on the Topical-Chat dataset (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019). The PD-NRG model 
is given the action plan (AP) and the dialogue context as input to perform sentence-level prediction.  
 

 
 
 
 
Table 1 presents our automatic metrics for variants of our PD-NRG model.  As can be seen from the table, 
adding dialogue acts increases diversity for all the proposed models. The F1-scores of the PD-NRG w/ DA 
model are lower than the Baseline-Turn model because the PD-NRG model generates shorter sentences 
resulting in lower recall. The PD-NRG w/ DA model with the addition of previous dialogue acts as input 
achieves the lowest perplexity for both frequent and rare test sets. 
 
To evaluate controllability of our proposed approach, we manually annotated whether the model’s 
responses realize the dialogue acts and their respective knowledge sentence in their input. As seen in Table 
2, the PD-NRG w/ DA + knowledge flag model has the highest accuracy in realizing the input action plan, 
achieving 80.6% accuracy on the dialogue acts of the generated responses, and 52.1% accuracy in correctly 
integrating the provided knowledge sentences.  
 
For a more realistic comparison of our dialogue policy model to our baseline, we ran human evaluation. 
We provided a set of crowd workers outputs from two models along with the dialogue context, and asked 
them “Which final response is more appropriate for the given conversation?”.  Crowd-workers were 
provided with three options: first response, second response and not sure (limited to those cases when the 
two responses are equally good/bad). Table 3 presents results from the manual evaluations, and shows that 

Figure 5. PD-NRG Architecture 



  

the Knowledge-dependent DA planning (KD-DA-P) responses were chosen over the Baseline-Turn (B-
Turn) model by a large margin. 

 
 
 

Table 1. Automated Metrics with Ground Truth Action Plan on Test Freq/Rare 
 

 
 

 
 

Table 2. % of Dialogue Acts (DA) and Knowledge (K) Realized for PD-NRG Models 
 
 

 
 

Table 3. % of Wins (W), Ties (T) and Losses (L) for the baseline models vs. PD-NRG model on 
appropriateness. Krippendorff’s alpha is computed for Inter-annotator Agreement (IAA).  

 
 
 
 
 
 



  

4.    Socialbot Quality 
 
Over the course of the competition and since the end of the prior year’s competition, socialbots 
demonstrated significant improvement in customer experience. In this section we provide various metrics 
to evaluate the socialbot quality in the Third Socialbot Grand Challenge and compare with that observed in 
the 2018 competition. 
 
 
4.1    Ratings 

 
After each conversation, Alexa users were asked to rate their interaction on a scale of 1-5. Socialbot ratings 
have improved when compared to last year - overall ratings were 8.8% higher for the full Semifinals period 
(3.47 vs. 3.19 last year). We also examined several cohorts among this, looking at the longest duration 
interactions (up 6.8%) and repeat customer ratings (up 8.4%), which reinforced the overall point. The top-
rated socialbot improved by 8.5% across the full Semifinals (3.70 vs. 3.41 last year), and the cohort of 
Finalists ended the Semifinals period with a 3.61 average rating over a 7 day period, as seen in Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6. Finalist ratings over time, Year 2 vs Year 3 

 
To better calibrate measurements of year-over-year performance, we surfaced a small portion of traffic to 
the winning socialbot from the 2018 competition (with refreshed data sources), to maintain as a reference 
point, correcting for confounding factors in measuring performance – we refer to this below as the 
“reference socialbot”. Over the full Semifinals, 3 of 5 Finalists had higher ratings than this reference 
socialbot. After the close of the competition (June 4th), we observed a full 7 days of interactions for the 
Finalist socialbots, and all 5 of them achieved 7-day average ratings higher than last year’s reference 
socialbot (between 3.56 and 3.73, vs. 3.56 for the reference socialbot).  
 
4.2    Conversation Duration 
 
Our primary success metric for conversation duration is the p90 duration, or the 90th percentile duration of 
conversations (i.e. 10% of conversations have a duration longer than this number). We consider this to be 



  

a strong proxy for the maximum duration of an interesting and engaging conversation between the socialbot 
and a dedicated interactor. We also track the median (p50) conversation duration, as in Figure 7.  
 
During the Third Alexa Prize Socialbot Grand Challenge, we saw the p90 conversation duration track 
significantly higher than in the prior year’s competition, as seen in Figure 8. At the end of Semifinals, p90 
duration was an average of 739 seconds, or over 12 minutes, vs. 598 seconds, or just under 10 minutes, at 
the end of the prior year Semifinals. 
 

 
Figure 7. Finalist p50 (median) durations over time, Year 2 vs Year 3 

 
 

 
Figure 8. Finalist p90 durations over time, Year 2 vs Year 3 

 



  

4.3    Response Quality 
 

We obtained annotations for response quality from the Alexa Prize conversations across all the Finalist 
socialbots. We defined five classes to describe the quality of a response: (1) Poor (response is not 
comprehensible or bot didn't understand user or response is sensitive) (2) Not Good (the socialbot had some 
understanding of what user said but contains incorrect or inappropriate information) (3) Passable (response 
is on topic but is generic or contains too little or too much of information) (4) Good (response is logical, on 
topic, contains accurate information but lacks personality or is not presented well and obviously coming 
from a bot), and (5) Excellent (contains accurate information, is complete and it is hard to identify if the 
response was coming from a bot). By treating these classes as numeric values on a 5-point scale, we can 
compute an average turn rating.  
 
In the 2018 competition, the Finalist teams averaged a 2.77 turn rating after the close of the Semifinals. 
This year, we evaluated the reference socialbot interactions, which achieved an annotated turn rating of 
2.88. During the Semifinals, three of five Finalist teams sustained an average turn rating higher than the 
reference socialbot (2.96, 2.94 and 2.90) while two were somewhat lower (2.78 and 2.74). The best 
performing of this year’s socialbots had 17.1% of turns marked as Poor or Not Good, vs. 22.5% for the 
reference socialbot. 

 
4.4    Response Error Rate 

 
We define Response Error Rate (RER) as the ratio of irrelevant or inappropriate responses to total 
responses, as obtained through human annotations. RER is an important metric for evaluating socialbots. 
Given that socialbots are non-goal-oriented open-domain systems, it is often hard to define a correct 
response, however it is easier to define and identify an incorrect, inappropriate or incoherent response. From 
Figure 9, we can observe that the best socialbots in the Third Grand Challenge have significantly improved 
their RER over the best socialbots in the 2018 competition. The reference socialbot obtained a 10.9% RER 
overall during the Semifinals period, while the 5 finalist socialbots averaged a 9.5% RER during the 
Semifinals period, a 13% relative improvement. The highest rated socialbot during this same period 
averaged an 8.6% RER, a 23% relative improvement. 
 

 
Figure 9. Response Error Rate during 3rd Socialbot Grand Challenge Semifinals 

  



  

4.5    Coherent and Engaging Responses 
 
Similar to response quality, we performed turn-level annotations for coherent and engaging responses as 
depicted in Figure 10. Coherent responses have been measured using two criteria: 1) response is 
comprehensible and 2) response is on topic. Engaging responses are measured using the following criteria: 
1) response is interesting, and 2) the user would want to continue the conversation.  
 
During the Semifinals of the Third Socialbot Grand Challenge, the best performing socialbot was annotated 
as coherent 70% of the time and engaging 67% of the time, while across all the Finalist socialbots, 65% of 
turns were annotated as coherent and 62% were annotated as engaging. By comparison, the reference 
socialbot was annotated as coherent 64% of the time, and engaging 62% of the time.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Annotations for Coherent and Engaging Conversations 
 
 
 
  



  

4.6    Topical Analysis 
 
To improve the quality of socialbots, we shared a variety of data with the teams including topical analysis 
of conversations. Overall, “Movies”, “Music” and “Technology” are the most popular topics apart from 
“Other”. “Other” corresponds to any topic beyond the provided list of topics, as well as utterances 
containing multiple topics. It is important to note the semifinals of the Third Grand Challenge occurred 
during March and April 2020, and conversations related to changes in lifestyle, work and social 
circumstances due to the COVID-19 pandemic may have contributed significantly to the Other 
classification. 
 
Based on topical annotation during semifinals, coverage of Sports, Technology and Other have increased 
year-over-year, with significantly fewer interaction in the Movies topic (17% in last year’s Finalists, vs. 
12% this year). These numbers were confirmed by annotation of interactions with the reference socialbot, 
of which 37% were related to Movies, compared to a range of 5% to 20% in this year’s Finalists, as seen 
in Figure 11. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Distribution of Topics during Semifinals 
 
5. Discussions and Recommendations 
 
From the results in Section 4, we observe that teams have achieved improvements in response error rate 
and driven longer conversations through Semifinals. Despite challenges in predicting ratings in individual 
conversations, longer conversation durations at the P90 level, breadth of topical coverage and percentage 
of engaging responses in socialbots have all been associated with higher average ratings for a socialbot 
across multiple years of the Alexa Prize Socialbot Grand Challenge. 
 
This year, teams consistently found advantage in refactoring their existing template-based dialog 
mechanisms into smaller constituent components, and federating response generation across multiple 
responses, allowing for more flexible dialog policies that could recombine these fragments into coherent 
dialogs. Alquist achieved this using an adjacency pair approach, with hierarchical dialog structure 
information and a robust templated response generation mechanism. Athena relied on an approach with a 



  

federated set of response generators, each acting under a set of discourse constraints, that could then be 
interleaved together in the overall dialog. 
 
A continuing theme in the Socialbot Grand Challenge is that emotionally captivating, engaging responses 
and a sense of persona are important to success. Tartan, Bernard and Emora all focused on well-defined 
persona elements to drive consistent, interesting conversations. Chirpy Cardinal also integrated fine-grained 
emotional classification, alongside opinion generation and requesting. 
 
Significant advances in this year’s competition came from integrating neural response generation 
techniques together with templated dialog responses for greater diversity and recall, while maintaining 
sufficient control of response structure to simultaneously optimize for duration and overall dialog rating. 
However, teams have had mixed results integrating these techniques into existing socialbots that already 
have high precision templated dialog mechanisms, particularly if they already invested in those dialogs and 
attempted to integrate neural response generation later in their development process. Athena and DREAM 
reported no benefit from the use of neural response generation techniques, while Gunrock and Chirpy 
Cardinal deeply integrated neural response models into their templated responders throughout. Chirpy 
Cardinal relied on their neural response generation mechanisms to rapidly scale and adjust tone and emotion 
of their responses. 
 
6.     Conclusion and Future Work 
 
The problem of engaging in coherent, engaging conversations is one of the most challenging problems in 
the artificial intelligence field. Several tasks associated with Conversational AI such as language 
understanding, knowledge representation, commonsense reasoning and dialog evaluation are believed to be 
“AI Complete”, or truly human-intelligence equivalent problems. To address these challenges, Amazon 
launched the Alexa Prize Socialbot Grand Challenge, wherein some of the best research groups across the 
world work towards a common goal of advancing the state of the art in Conversational AI.  
 
The Third Socialbot Grand Challenge ran from September 2019 through May 2020, and the participating 
university teams have successfully built socialbots that can converse with Alexa users coherently and 
engagingly on a wide variety of topics. Teams built on the success of the first two years of the competition 
with sophisticated statistical dialog management, improved personalization, complex utterance handling, 
increased use of large-scale Transformer-based models for a wide variety of tasks, and incremental steps 
toward runtime generation of natural language in dialog. 
 
There have been significant further scientific advancements brought by the Third Grand Challenge and 
have seen improvements in ratings, conversation duration and human-annotated measures of socialbot 
quality, when compared to the 2018 Grand Challenge. It is still Day One for Conversational AI, as the 
capabilities of natural language generation, large-scale transformer-based models, and integration of 
traditional AI approaches into deep learned systems continues. We expect to see even more advancements 
in coming years, with deeper follow-ups on topics and much better fallback modes of interaction, utilizing 
natural language generation at runtime with both structured and unstructured knowledge sources. As these 
higher recall approaches are accelerated sufficiently for runtime execution and we develop better 
mechanisms to subsume the high precision approaches of templated and partially templated responses, we 
look forward to today’s Grand Challenge objective becoming tomorrow’s reality. 
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